Embigin, a developmentally expressed member of the immunoglobulin super family, is also expressed during regression of prostate and mammary gland.
Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are intimately involved in a variety of cellular processes, including development, cell growth, apoptosis, and differentiation. Interaction of CAMs with components of the extracellular matrix (ECM) growth factors, and other CAMs provides an intricate regulatory mechanism for a diverse range of cellular responses. Embigin is a developmentally expressed protein that is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) class of CAMs. We have identified embigin as a gene expressed during tissue regression in rat prostate and lactating mammary gland following hormonal ablation. In the absence of the appropriate hormone, the secretory epithelial cells of these two tissues undergo successive waves of apoptotic cell death co-incident with extensive reorganization of the surviving tissue. Using Northern analysis, in situ hybridization analysis, RT-PCR, and Western analysis we have characterized the expression of embigin mRNA and protein in both regressing prostate and mammary gland. During development of the prostate gland, increased expression of embigin is correlated with the appearance of highly organized lumenal and ductal structures. Embigin is also expressed in a variety of adult tissues including heart, liver, lung, and brain Zoo-blot analysis with the rat embigin cDNA indicates that embigin homologs exist in species as diverse as Homo sapiens and Drosophila melanogaster, suggesting that it has been highly conserved during evolution. Embigin protein is expressed at readily detectable levels in a variety of prostate and mammary cancer cell lines, and in some cell lines the expression of embigin appears to be down-regulated in the presence of ECM. Our data have led us to propose a model in which embigin functions as a regulator of cell/ECM interactions during development and in the homeostasis of normal adult tissues.